[Theoretical patterns of the panel D-15 test in congenital red-green dichromats as a function of the chromaticity coordinate of the convergence points].
In order to determine whether or not the patterns of the panel D-15 test for congenital red-green dichromats change when the convergence point is changed, a simulation experiment was attempted assuming that dichromats arrange the color caps in the order of the slope of the line between the chromaticity coordinates of the color cap and the convergence point. For this procedure, chromaticity coordinates of the color cap were calculated using both the spectral distribution of standard illuminant C and the daylight fluorescent lamp (Toshiba-EDL). For this prediction, the chromaticity coordinates of the convergence points were changed according to y = 1-x. The results show several different patterns for both protanopia and deuteranopia under both illuminants. The range of the x chromaticity coordinates common to both illuminants was 0.6868 to 0.8552 when the protanopic patterns were obtained, while the range of the x chromaticity coordinates common to both illuminants for deuteranopic patterns was 1.0878 to infinity and minus infinity to -1.8153. As a result, it was suggested that the patterns of the panel D-15 test for red-green dichromats change according to the convergence points. Therefore, it was considered that this test cannot be used as a dependable measurement for color discrimination ability in cases showing dichromatic patterns.